
EDITORIAL

The Hemoglobin Genes : A Remarkable Example of the

Clustering of Related Genetic Functions on a Single

Mammalian Chromosome

By JAMES V. NEEL

O NCE the principles of genetic linkage were established and the mapping

of chromosomes began to make rapid progress in such diverse higher

organisms as corn and Drosophila, one of the first questions to attract the at-

tention of experimental geneticists was whether genes with apparently related

functions tended to be grouped in specific regions of a single chromosome.

\Vith a few notable exceptions, such as the localization in a limited chromo-

somal region of multiple loci concerned with the axial skeleton of the house

mouse,” this did not appear to be the case. However, this conclusion must be

qualified by the fact that in general the observer dealt in phenotypes at the

morphologic level rather than in the fundamental biochemical changes under-

lying the phenotype and it is possible for apparently unlike phenotypes to

stem from related biochemical functions. On the other hand, among lower

organisms such as Salmonella and Escherichia coli, a number of examples have

come to light in the past ten years of the genetic linkage of related biochemical

functions, such as a close clustering of loci involved in histidine and tryptophan

synthesis.10’31 It has consequently appeared that in the course of the chromo-

somal evolution which has accompanied organic evolution, genes with related

functions, if ever once associated, usually tended to become distributed

throughout the chromosomal complex. However, recent developments with

respect to the inherited abnormalities of human hemoglobin provide a most

striking example of the apparent genetic linkage of similar biochemical tune-

tions in a mammal. This reopens the question of just how often, when the

ultimate biochemical basis of inherited traits is understood, a grouping in

restricted chromosomal regions of genes with related biochemical functions

will be found.

As is well known, there are three chief types of hemoglobin normally

present in humans, namely, hemoglobins A, A2, and F, the latter two amounting

to only 1-3 per cent of the hemoglobin of the normal adult. Hemoglobin A is

composed of two different types of polypeptide chains, arbitrarily termed a

and /3. The a and $ chains occur in the molecule as pairs, termed dimers. The

structure of hemoglobin A can thus be written a2,62. Hemoglobin A2 possesses

the aa dimer but in place of the 13c dimer a pair of polypeptides known as

the 5� dimer; the structure of A4 is thus a�c. Finally, hemoglobin F also pos.

sesses the a� dimer, but again a substitution for the $� dimer, this time termed
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770 jANIES V. NEEL

�Yc, 50 that it may be described as � Recent general reviews of this material

will be found in Ingram1�1 and Rucknagel and Neel.�5

There are many differences between the a and $ polypeptides, involving

long amino acid sequences.m� On the other hand, the B and 6 chains probably

(lifer in less than 10 amino acids and the ever-all similarities between these

two chains are striking.mM22a2 The y chain of hemoglobin F appears to (lifer

from the /3 and 6 chains with respect to numerous amino acid substitutions but

ill general appe�trs more similar to the $ and 6 than to the a

At last count, some 20 variations in hemcglobin A had been recognized. The

lesser number of variations recognized for A2 and F may reflect only, or

mainly, the greater technical difficulties in working with these two fractions.

Starting with the case of hemoglobin S,� each of these variations in the A

fraction has appeared to be under the control of a single gene. Again starting

with the example of hemoglobin 5,17 the function of that gene when analyzed

ill (letail has been to induce an amino acid substitution in the a or $

peptide ( the exceptions to that statement, such as hemoglobin H, are not

critical to the argument).

The widely accepted concept that a primary functicn of the gene is to

specify the precise amino acid sequence in proteins-so well illustrated by

the hemcglohin genes-has led to the dictum of “one gene-one polypeptide”

( discussion in ref. 44 ) . This dictum, plus the fact that all four type of hemno-

glohin (limers are produced throughout life, readily leads to the hypothesis

that at least four different genetic loci ( i.e., cistrons ) are concerned in hemo-

globin production. Genetic evidence concerning the physical relationships of

the l)Osttmlate#{128}l four loci to one ancther has been slow to come, dime to the

rarity with which the necessary critical types of pedigrees have come to light.

By i1O\V, however, there have been reported several families providing evidence

for independent ( i.e., not closely linked ) loci (letermining the spec ificity of

the a an(l $ chains.1�7’4� Parallel biochemical evidence for this independence

stems from the chservation that individuals simultaneously heterozygous for

two genes, one of which effects a change, presumably an amino acid substitu-

ticn, in the a chain, and the other in the $, form four types of hemoglobin:

namely, that showing only the a-chain abnormality, that with only the � ab-

normality, normal hemoglobin, and “hybrid molecules,” containing both the

a- and $-chain ahnormalities.mccTaT

The situation with respect to the relation of the genes responsible for the

Is, 6, and y chains to one another appears to be quite different. For some time

no��7, normal adults with grossly elevated values of hemoglobin F have been

recognized. This trait has been shown to be inherited as a simple “dominant.”29

At last count there had been reported seven marriages where an individual

with a /3-chain abnormality ( either hemoglobin C or S ) who also possessed

an elevation in his F fraction had a normal spouse ( summary in Bradley and

Conley� and Rucknagel and Neel38 ) . Of the 25 children of such unions so far

reported, all have either shown the elevation of F or the $-chain abnormality.

None has been normal; none has shown both abnormalities. This is, of course,.

genetic evidence for linkage or allelism of the loci concerned with these ab-

normalities. The fact that individuals possessing both the high F and /3-chain
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THE HEMOGLOBIN GENES 771

abnorniality genes apparently fail to form any normal hemoglobin A ( i.e., a,62)

would usually be taken as biochemical evidence for allelism rather than link-

age. At the very least this finding would tend to place the /3-chain locus and

the locus of the gene responsible for hereditary elevations in hemoglobin F in

some proximity on the same chromosome.

Thus far we have studiously avoided mention of thalassemia. There is by

now good evidence that this entity, in which no abnormal hemoglobin has

been demonstrated, is genetically heterogeneous, with one of the genes re-

sponsible for the impaired ability to produce hemoglobin behaving as an

allele of or closely linked with the /3-chain locus.7’14’47 Pauling”1 and ltano2’

have suggested that the basis for thalassemia may be a structurally abnormal

ITIUt electrophoretically normal hemoglobin synthesized at a subnormal rate.

Following the demonstration cf specific amino acid substitutions in the ab’ior-

mal hemoglobins,’T Itano2� and NeeF34 directed attention to the possible impor-

tance of mutations resulting in electrophoretically silent substitutions. Ingram

dIl(l Stretto&’ then proposed two alternative hypotheses concerning the nature

of the thalassemias, one that the defects involve amino acid substitutions not as-

sociated with any change in the net molecular charge, and the other that

the thalassemia mutations are concerned with “tap” genes in the terminology

of Freese’2 or, we would add, “operator” or “regulator” genes in the terminology

of Jacob and Monod,25 whose function is to control a- and /3-chain production.

( In this editorial we will speak of the latter as controller genes, as conirasted to

structural genes. ) The possibility that the “silent mutations” of the First hypo-

thesis might control the rate of hemoglobin synthesis is given credence by

the fact that a number of the /3-locus mutations ( e.g., those responsible for S

111(1 C ) also seem to affect the ability to form hemoglobin.2 ‘ Furthermore, the

variations in the aniount of hemoglobin A present in individuals with the

sickle cell trait had already been attributed to the existence of a series of

normal alleles which differed in their biochemical activity ( isoalleles ) ,23 al-

though there are alternative explanations for this phenomenon.55

Some of these postulated “silent mutations” presumably could be detected

by the kind of amino acid dissection of the hemoglobin molecule now possible.

The fact that no positive findings have been reported despite what must be a

brisk search in several laboratories since the “silent mutation” hypothesis was

prcmulgated two years ago, begins to lend support to the second hypothesis,

at least by indirection. In this connection, the possibility, recently stressed by

Zuelzer et al. ,� that some thalassemias that behave as if allelic to the /3-locus

are characterized by a relatively marked elevation in the A2 component but

not in hemoglobin F, whereas for others the reverse is true, raises the question

of whether this may be a clue to genetic variations of the controller locus.

Even the finding of a “silent mutation” would not exclude the controller hypo-

thesis-multiple mechanisms could be involved. Be that as it may, we thus

have evidence either for the physical linkage of a possible thalassemia-/3-chain

locus to a locus related to y-chain production or for a more extensive linkage,

of three loci concerned respectively with a genetic control mechanism iim /3-

chain production, /3-chain structure, and y-chain production.

The final development to be described concerns s-chain production. Shortly
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772 JAMES V. NEEL

after the discovery of an inherited abnormality of hemoglobin A2 known as

“split A2” or “B2”, recently shown to be the result of an amino acid substitution

in the S chain,’5 CeppelliniT’8 reported a kindred in which a man with this

trait plus the sickle cell trait had married a normal woman. None of this

man’s six children was normal or showed both abnormalities, suggestive, as

Ceppellini recognized, of allelism or linkage. Recently) Huisman et al.T6 have

reported a second critical family, in which 14 out of 26 members of a family

appeared to exhibit both the above-mentioned abnormailty of hemoglobin A2

plus thalassemia minor, findings strongly suggestive of linkage in the coupling

phase. The thalassemia appeared to be of the “high-A2” type, this being the

type that chacteristically behaves as if allelic to or linked with the /3-chain

locus.7’9

If, now, there is a close relationship between the /3-chain structural locus

and a locus serving either in a structural fashion or as a regulator for y-chain

production, and between the /3-chain and 6-chain loci, one is forced to assume

a relationship between the locus regulating y-chain production involved and

the 6-chain locus, although direct evidence has not yet been forthcoming. We

are thus confronted, as we have recently pointed out,38 with the apparent

necessity of localizing to one chromosome genetic loci concerned in /3-, y-,

and 8-chain production, plus possibly a thalassemia controller gene concerned

in the regulation of hemoglobin production. How can we visualize the precise

relationships involved? Although the human data as far as they go are actually

consistent with allelism of the genes responsible for the /3-, y-, and 6-chain

abnormalities reported to date, the fact that all three of these chains are pro-

duced simultaneously argues strongly for the existence of separate gene-

templates-as, indeed, does the whole weight of the experimental data on

which the one gene-one polypeptide concept is based. The alternative to

abandoning the one gene-one polvpeptide hypothesis in this situation appears

to be the postulate of close linkage, unless one is prepared to consider the

unorthodox possibility of several genes collaborating in polypeptide synthesis,

with multiple points at which synthesis may “branch off” in different directions,

as suggested by Zuelzer et al.48 The rapidly emerging picture of the sequence

of amino acids in all the hemoglobin polypeptides will soon provide a difficult

test for this latter hypothesis.2#{176}

If the hereditary elevation of F hemoglobin actually involves the gene

responsible for y-chain specificity ( a possibility the more tenable because of

the apparent quantitative effects on hemoglobin production in the various

hemoglobinopathies24 ) , then, because of the absence of normal a�f3� dimers

when this gene and a /3-chain abnormality are present, one is forced to postulate

a very close linkage of the /3 and y structural genes, of a type often termed

pseudo-allelic. Two alternatives present themselves. One is to view the high

F gene as also being a controller locus, which fails in its normal function of

turning y-chain production off when it is time for this to be superseded by /3-

and 6-chain production.38 A second alternative, suggested by Bradley and Con-

1ev3 and Herman and Conley13 is to consider the high F condition as the re-

suIt of an inactivation or loss of the section of the chromosome containing time

/3 structural locus, with failure of the normal regulatory activity of this locus
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on y-chain production. Wheeler and Krevans46 have recently reported that a

child apparently homozygous for the high F gene possessed no detectable A

or A2. Although generalizations from a series of one are not without hazard,

this absence of both /3 and 6 chains would seem to constitute evidence favoring

the concept of the high F gene as resulting from mutation at a controller

locus, for unless one is willing to consider a common origin for most or all of

the high F genes, the second hypothesis requires the postulate of a recurrent

deletion cr inactivation of a very specific type involving two structural loci, a

genetically unlikely event. The fact that individuals heterozygous for this

gene and the hemoglobin S gene form no hemoglobin A, but apparently the

usual amount of S, points to a remarkable specificity in the operation of the

controller locus, i.e., its influence must be postulated to be confined to the /3

and 6 structural loci located on the same chromosome. The genetic linkage of

the tlialassemia trait and split-A2 of course bespeaks for two separate genes,

which, depending on one’s point of view, will either be /3 or S structural genes.

or a controller and a 6 structural gene. In the individuals in whom these traits

have l)eefl associated, each has expressed itself as it would if occurring alone,16

an observation which in conjunction with the known elevation of A2 in thalas-

semiam#{176} is cf importance in defining the sphere of influence of the postulated

thalassemia controller genes.

Itano2a and, in greater detail, Ingram15’22 have proposed that the four

genes postulated to be concerned in the genetic control of hemoglobin specif-

icity have arisen from one another by the physical duplication of a locus con-

trolling the specificity of an “original” hemoglobin polypeptide followed by

the accumulation of mutational changes at the resulting loci. The sequence of

origin is postulated to be a * y ±/3 ± 6. Ingram considers but rejects as less

probable separate evolutionary origins for the four loci, a point with which

most geneticists would agree. Even the most recent of these assumed events,

the origin of the 6 locus from the /3, must be assigned a considerable antiquity,

since A2 is found in the higher primates.24 Further, since the A2 of all the

principal subdivisions of man migrates similarly, one can assume it to be the

same, and the responsible gene to have been “fixed” in the genotype before the

subdivision of the human species into its principal components. In his treat-

ment, Ingram assumes an independent inheritance of the y locus from the /3

-for which, so far as we are aware, there is as yet no critical evidence. If

the y locus is in fact in close proximity to the /3-6, it is tempting to postulate

either an independent evolutionary origin of the a-locus as versus the y-fl-8

loci, or else an origin of the y-/3-6 prototype from the a at a more remote point

in time than the evolution of the separate y, /3, and S loci.

We are confronted, then, with a variety of possible interpretations of the

existing data, any one of which has far-reaching implications for our concept

of the fine organization of mammalian chromosomes. The simplest interpreta-

tion would place /3, y, and 6 structural or “template” genes in the same chromo-

some. If the thalassemia mutation involves a controlling mechanism for the /3

locus, a fourth linked locus must be postulated. If, as seems more likely, the

high F mutation actually also involves a controller rather than a structural

locus, then the locus controlling y specificity may be in another chromosome but
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774 JAMES V. NEEL

we have to postulate at least two ( different ) controller genes for the /3 locus-

i.e., a hierarchy of controller genes, one involving only the /3 locus, and one both

the /3 and 6. The analogy of the latter to the “operator’ and the former to the

“regulator” genes of Jacob and Monod’s hypothesis2� is obvious. Although in

this hierarchy there are conceivably “operators” with an even broader function,

i.e., control of a, /3, y, and 6 chain production, such would presumably he

lethal in the homozygous form and so identifiable only with difficulty. Since

thalassemia in this framework appears as the result of an inhibition, and the

high-F trait as failure of a normal biochemical inhibition, the scheme conforms

to Jacob �tfl(l Monod’s postulate25 that the mechanism o control by “regulator”

genes is negative, in the sense that they operate by inhibition rather than

activation of protein synthesis.

There are numerous approaches to the extension and validation of this con-

cept. For example, particularly needed is the discovery and study of families

in which qualitative changes in the y chain of F and either /3- or 6-chain abmior-

malities are I)resent. Because of the small quantities of F present in the adult,

this will be difficult. Should qualitative changes in the ‘y chain not be inherited

as if linked with the structural loci associated with the other two chains, then

the evidence relating the high-F trait to an “operator” gene is strengthened.

Another line of investigation concerns the question of whether the hemoglobin

F in the high F trait is completely identical with that of the fetus. Should it be

absolutely identical, this too strengthens the concept of an “operator locus.

Hereditary elevations in the amount of hemoglobin A2 in the absence of other

hernatologic findings have been repcrted.4’ These might result from mutations

at a ‘�regulator” locus for s-chain production and not be related to thalassemnia

per se, perhaps being the counternart of the “isoalleles” for hemoglobin A ( i.e.,

/3-chain I)r0(Itiction ) posttilated by Itano.21 Thirdly, then, inherited deficiencies

in the amount of A2 should be sought for, and the genetic relationship of such

deficiencies as well as the A� elevations to the /3-6 structural loci studied. Finally,

equally needed are additional “critical” ( segregating ) families of the types al-

ready discussed, since each appropriate additional child studied contributes to

the definition of the tightness of the linkage involved-or might be a cross-over.

Once a situation of this type had been defined in an experimental organism,

the types cf crosses necessary to the solution cf the problem could proceed swift-

ly. Unfortunately, for the human geneticist interested in problems of this

nature, there is 1U) such approach-amid if there were, the length of the genera-

tion time WOtil(l 1)rovide a serious obstacle to rapid progress. Yet despite these

drawbacks, let us not forget that it was in man that this fascinating situation

has been defined, nor that repeatedly in the past 10 years, despite the �‘un-

favorableness” of the material, discoveries regarding various aspects of human

hemoglobin have cast new and exciting light on a variety of basic genetic

problems. And just as the contributions of many people have brought the

story to this stage, so almest certainly will the next chapters be written by

hematologists all over the world recognizing and studying in the requisite de-

tail the critical families on whom the coming advances depend.
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ADDENDUM

Since this article was submnitted, Drs. R. Ceppellini and A. Motulsky have both mdc-

pendently, at the Second International Conference of Human Genetics in Rome, Sept’�mmiber

6-12, 1961, advanced similar suggestions concerning the physical and operational relation-

ships of the hemoglobin loci.
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